Suppose We (The Flying Crooked Series Book 1) by Geoff Nelder
When a ship crash-lands on a faraway planet the crew needs local help. Unfortunately, the natives are a million
years ahead of us. Ignored, the crew has to find a way to get attention.
Bringing back a sense of discovery and wonder to science fiction.
Reviews:
“I’ve always found Geoff’s work both inspirational and brilliant. I know that whenever I pick up one of his
works I’m in for a damned good read. For those who’ve never read any of his works before, welcome to the
Geoff Nelder club.” By Mark Iles, author of The Darkening Stars series.
“Geoff Nelder inhabits science fiction just as other people inhabit their clothes.” By Jon Courtenay Grimwood:
Felaheen, Pashazade and End Of The World Blues.
If you liked Tuf Voyaging by George R.R. Martin, and Anne MccAffrey’s Dinosaur Planet you’ll like SUPPOSE
WE.
Product Details:
Print Length: 165 Pages
May 20, 2019
Genre: Space Exploration Science Fiction, First Contact Science Fiction
Kindle:
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07RQW5LHR/
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Incremental: 25 Tales Of Fantasy, Sci-Fi, Speculative, and Bizarre Fiction by Geoff Nelder
These twenty-five tales from Geoff Nelder have increment as a theme. INCREMENT:
Noun – an increase or addition, especially one of a series on a fixed scale. Synonyms: increase, addition, gain,
augmentation, step up, supplement, addendum, adjunct, accretion, boost, enhancement. Verb – cause a discrete
increase in. Mathematically the difference can be negative – decremental.
For example, a pothole doubles in size every day, a meteorite hits the same house daily at the same time, or a
heavy leather-bound book on the top shelf teeters closer to toppling at each library visit. A sound is heard all
over the Earth, but more worrying, it gets louder each day. A couple of astronauts’ crash land on an ocean
planet (apparently) and incrementally sink.
A few stories are more mental than incremental, you’ll see.
Some of the stories have won awards and have been published before, but most of the wordage is new and
drawn together for a common theme. I do not apologize for the mix of genres in this collection. I write as the
muse takes me and only afterwards am, I asked, is it hard SF, bizarre, horror? You have a smorgasbord of
fantasy, science fiction and speculative in your hands.
Reviews:
"Some of these stories are more mental than incremental - all wonderful." By Limnisa Writers' Retreat, Greece.
'A feast of Kafka-esque incremental tales, to be 'literally' devoured one after the other... by Mark Iles author of
the Pride of Lions #1 best-selling sci fi book.
Product Details:
Paperback: 292 Pages
October 10, 2018
Genre: Fantasy Anthologies, Science Fiction Anthologies

Amazon Print:
https://www.amazon.com/Incremental-fantasy-speculative-bizarrefiction/dp/0997554924/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=
Kindle:
https://www.amazon.com/Incremental-fantasy-speculative-bizarre-fictionebook/dp/B07HGK4DVG/ref=tmm_kin_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=
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Xaghra's Revenge by Geoff Nelder
When Reece and Zita become lovers, past and present collide as the spirits of their ancestors force them to
relive one of the greatest battles of the 16th century. Xaghra’s Revenge follows the fate of a sixteenth century
abducted family, and of two contemporary lovers thrown together by the ancients. Reece and Zita are unaware
that one descends from the pirates, the other from the abducted family. While ancient Gozo spirits seek
revenge, so do the Ottoman Corsairs, who intend to roll back history, and this time win the siege of Malta.
The history is real. The places are authentic. The tension and excitement are palpable. "A gripping tale, full of
energy and mystery, keeping you wanting for more with every line you read." John Bonello, First-Prize Winner
of the Malta National Book Award “I liked it. There’s a foreground of interesting characters combined with a
skillfully fed-in hint of weirdness.” Jaine Fenn – Hidden Empire series.
Product Details:
Paperback: 358 Pages
July 25, 2017
Genre: Magical Realism, Fiction

Customer Reviews:
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1625266227/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i3#customerReviews
Amazon Print:
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1625266227/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i3
Kindle:
https://www.amazon.com/Xaghras-Revenge-Geoff-Nelderebook/dp/B0746PHZKR/ref=tmm_kin_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=
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The Chaos of Mokii by Geoff Nelder
Mokii is a city that exists only in the minds of its inhabitants. It’s not easy to get past the bouncer but once
Olga is inside, she has to fight off intruders eager to take over the city for the lucrative virtual advertising.
Product Details:
Print Length: 23 Pages
November 16, 2016
Genre: Science Fiction, Fantasym, Metaphysical,
Customer Reviews:
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B01N53B56B/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i15#customerReview
s
Kindle:
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B01N53B56B/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i15
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ARIA Trilogy
ARIA: Left Luggage (ARIA Trilogy Book 1) by Geoff Nelder
Winner - 2012 P&E Best Science Fiction and Fantasy Novel
This is where The Andromeda Strain meets Memento...
When an alien suitcase is found in space, a pandemic virus plagues Earth. Ryder Nape must gather survivors
to escape an apocalyptic extinction of the human race.
ARIA: Alien Retrograde Infectious Amnesia
Today, Jack caught a bug at work. He catches a bus home. By the time he disembarks, all the other passengers
and the driver have fuzzy heads. Jack has caught an amnesia plague, and it’s infectious. No cure.
Imagine the ramifications:
The passengers arrive home, infecting family; some shop en route gifting everyone they meet with the disease.
The bus driver receives more passengers giving them change for last week’s prices and today’s amnesia. Some
passengers work at the power plant, the water treatment works, the hospital, fire station. Dystopian chaos in
weeks.
One man, Ryder Nape, knew about the case found in space and realizes it’s been opened, but can he persuade
friends to barricade themselves in a secluded valley, hiding from the released amnesia bug? The survivors find
love, hope and thoughts of revenge in their heroic struggle against the apocalypse.
ARIA: Left Luggage is a well-written novel with the pace and suspense of a video game (BioShock immediately
comes to mind). The balance between character development and plot progression is managed smoothly, along
with the thematics, which take the reader through a series of all-too-believable scenarios, chillingly showing
how easy it would be for an advanced group of aliens to undermine the human race and have us destroy one
another, without the need for any additional weapons or warfare. By Magdelena Ball
“Geoff Nelder inhabits Science Fiction the way other people inhabit their clothes.” By Jon Courtenay
Grimwood

“Geoff Nelder's ARIA has the right stuff. He makes us ask the most important question in science fiction--the
one about the true limits of personal responsibility.” By Brad Linaweaver
Robert J. Sawyer calls ARIA a “fascinating project.”
“ARIA has an intriguing premise, and is written in a very accessible style.” By Mike Resnick
5 Star Review: Let me answer the first question that came to my mind when the book ‘ARIA: Left Luggage’
arrived. The word ARIA has its roots in Italian meaning air.
Science Fiction as a genre literally is in a world of its own because human beings are obsessed with how to
destroy or alter all of humanity by a single threat. It is rare that we find an author who can approach this kind
of fiction from a new perspective, but Geoff Nelder has a truly unique concept.
As the first chapter begins the reader is introduced to Nelder’s large cast of characters like Vlad, Jena, Dan,
Abdul and Antonio. His quantity of characters almost overwhelms the reader at first, but each has a role to play
in this ordeal. The variety of solid, believable interpersonal relationships like the between Ryder Nape and his
fiancée Teresa are essential as the world is threatened with massive memory loss by an alien virus. ARIA begs
the intriguing question that as people lose their memories what is so important to their lives they must make a
note of it to read when they wake up each morning?
The year is 2015 and there is never a dull moment as the reader joins the crew of “the shuttle, Marimar, in orbit
approaching the International Space Station” and follows the science at the Dryden Space Laboratories at
Edwards Air Force Base in California and the NASA Goddard Labs in Maryland. Travels to London and to
the Anafon Valley in North Wales. Follow the viral repercussions to the Chester Zoo in UK, Moraine Lake in
the Canadian Rocky Mountains and to Banff National Park in Canada.
The author caused this reader to ask how the world would handle such a virus if brought back to Earth from
an exploratory mission, who on earth might be immune, and what secrets could NASA and WHO be keeping
from us? That is what good science fiction does. It captures the readers’ imagination and takes us to places that
we believe are impossible, but somewhere in the dark corners of our minds we recognize that there is a slim
probability.
ARIA: Left Luggage by Geoff Nelder (volume one in the ARIA series) is a science fiction, action filled fiction
that has already won the coveted Preditors & Editors Readers Poll for best science Fiction novel of 2012. Please
consider purchasing and reading the whole ARIA series (available at Amazon). Review by Theodocia McLean.
Product Details:
ARIA Trilogy Book 1
Print Length: 286 Pages
July 30, 2012
Genre: Alien Invasion Science Fiction, First Contact
Customer Reviews:
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B008RADGYC/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i7#customerRevie
ws

Amazon Print:
https://www.amazon.com/ARIA-Left-Luggage-GeoffNelder/dp/1905091958/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=
Kindle:
https://www.amazon.com/ARIA-Luggage-Trilogy-Human-Rememberebook/dp/B008RADGYC/ref=tmm_kin_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=
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ARIA: Returning Left Luggage (ARIA Trilogy Book 2) by Geoff Nelder
They wiped out most of Humanity in a split second of universal time.
It’s the apocalypse. It’s the extinction of mankind.
The Andromeda Strain meets Memento...
Meet the aliens who came from some deep space universe and brought a pandemic of infectious amnesia to
Earth with their "left luggage." In this gripping ARIA sequel, Returning Left Luggage, the alien invaders ignore
the remaining human survivors or enslave them. Will the disparate last survivors form an alliance? The aliens,
however, don’t bargain on encountering the psychotic Dr Antonio Menzies, and when he discovers how to use
their telepathic-controlled gadgets, odd things happen.
Meanwhile, Ryder Nape - a survivor who escaped the infection - and his isolation group is in the South Pacific
facing an invasion of amnesiacs. In France, a bunch of uninfected students discover the truth behind the aliens
and their spreading, unkillable bindweed. The survivors' passion for survival and dystopian experience drive
them towards revenge, but can they win against such a strange foe? Can they make a first strike count? The
destiny of the human race may be in their hands.
ARIA: Alien Retrograde Infectious Amnesia
Without our memories, who are we?
"ARIA is a well-written novel with the pace and suspense of a video game (BioShock immediately comes to
mind). The balance between character development and plot progression is managed smoothly, along with the
thematics, which take the reader through a series of all-too-believable scenarios, chillingly showing how easy it
would be for an advanced group of aliens to undermine the human race and have us destroy one another,
without the need for any additional weapons or warfare.” By Magdelena Ball
“Geoff Nelder inhabits Science Fiction the way other people inhabit their clothes.” By Jon Courtenay
Grimwood
“Geoff Nelder's ARIA has the right stuff. He makes us ask the most important question in science fiction--the
one about the true limits of personal responsibility.” By Brad Linaweaver
Robert J. Sawyer calls ARIA a “fascinating project.”
“ARIA has an intriguing premise, and is written in a very accessible style.” By Mike Resnick

Product Details:
ARIA Trilogy Book 2
Print Length: 282 Pages
June 5, 2013
Genre: Medical Fiction, Alien Invasion Science Fiction
Customer Reviews:
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00D7TW2D4/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i12#customerRevie
ws
Amazon Print:
https://www.amazon.com/Aria-Returning-Left-LuggageTrilogy/dp/095747265X/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=
Kindle:
https://www.amazon.com/ARIA-Returning-Luggage-Humanity-Extinctionebook/dp/B00D7TW2D4/ref=tmm_kin_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=
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ARIA: Abandoned Luggage (ARIA Trilogy Book 3) by Geoff Nelder
In 2015, a case found in the struts of the International Space Station is brought to Earth. It releases a virus
giving people amnesia. They lose their memory at the rate of a year’s worth every week. No one is immune.
Infectious amnesia is unheard of. Industry breaks down as people forget where they work and how to perform
their duties. People die as they forget their medication, and production ceases along with food, water supply,
and energy. A few small groups realise what is happening in time and find isolated refuges. Ryder Nape takes a
group to a secluded Welsh valley where safety from the virus is possible. Biologists call the virus ARIA: Alien
Retrograde Infectious Amnesia.
In this conclusion to the trilogy, Dr. Antonio Menzies arrives on Zadok. The ARIA-3 bomb had reached there
two days previously, causing havoc. Surviving Zadokians consider a mass-migration to Earth to escape the
effects of ARIA-3. Antonio’s madness grows, and he makes disturbing discoveries in their laboratories.
Meanwhile, Ryder’s group is now on a Pacific island. His relationship with Jena is unstable and others have
coruscating infatuations in tune with the increasingly desperate situation. When their island becomes
unsustainable, and the alien-Earth hybrid weed gets out of control, where should they go?
What was the Zadokians' real purpose with the ARIA viruses, and how does it all end?
“ARIA mingles the most optimistic calculations from the Drake Equation with a distopian outcome, creating
a read that is as intriguing as it is fun.” By Magdalena Ball, owner of Compulsive Reader
“If you like your scifi offbeat, original, and backed by science, you’re going to love ARIA.” By Kenyon
Charboneaux, editor and writing tutor at Eros & Rust
“ARIA: a smart, entertaining gem.” By Dr. Ira Nayman, author of the Transdimensional Authority Series
Product Details:
ARIA Trilogy Book 3
Print Length: 256 Pages
July 7, 2014
Genre: Science Fiction Adventure

Customer Reviews:
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00LMNE9JW/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i13#customerRevie
ws
Amazon Print:
https://www.amazon.com/ARIA-Abandoned-Luggage-ThreeTrilogy/dp/0990565505/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=
Kindle:
https://www.amazon.com/ARIA-Abandoned-Luggage-Three-Trilogyebook/dp/B00LMNE9JW/ref=tmm_kin_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=
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Hot Air by Geoff Nelder
Erica is a nine-to-five office temp with flaming red hair, emerald eyes, and black lipstick. The highlights of her
day usually include coffee meetings and intoxicated fumblings. An adventurer at heart, she hires a hot-air
balloon ride for she and her boyfriend, complete with a champagne lunch.
While in the air, she witnesses an unsavory crime happening on the ground below. The perpetrators spot the
balloon, and begin shooting at it, hitting the pilot and killing him. Somehow, Erica and Paul manage to land the
balloon but their troubles are not over. They are tracked down and abducted by a gang engaged in human
trafficking, and taken to an island in the Mediterranean. Erica soon adapts to gangland ways and uses her charms
to escape. Along the way, her life shifts from bored office temp to a feisty Lara Croft now living on adrenaline
and dangerous men. She is chased by a rogue named Dean, who is annoyed by Erica but falling for her at the
same time.
Hot Air is a contemporary crime novel and a winner of both the Wuacademia Silver Award in 2007 and Prix
d'Or (Gold) 2008 for best unpublished novel.

Product Details:
Print Length: 216 Pages
May 18, 2012
Genre: Crime Action Fiction
Customer Reviews:
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0084OZL9E/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i14#customerReview
s
Kindle:
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0084OZL9E/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i14
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Dimensions by Geoff Nelder and Robert Blevins
Twenty-three illustrated tales of science fiction by authors Geoff Nelder of Great Britain and Robert Blevins
of the United States. Stories include 'Last Train Home,' 'Hole Card,' 'Prime Meridian,''The Earth and the Lion,'
and others. Blevins and Nelder are the founders of Adventure Books of Seattle and serve as editors for the
famous science fiction magazine, Escape Velocity.
Product Details:
Print Length: 160 Pages
May 23, 2009
Genre: Science Fiction Anthologies, Short Story Collection, Science Fiction Tales
Customer Reviews:
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B002B3XL82/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i9#customerReviews

Amazon Print:
https://www.amazon.com/Dimensions-GeoffNelder/dp/0982327145/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=
Kindle:
https://www.amazon.com/Dimensions-Geoff-Nelderebook/dp/B002B3XL82/ref=tmm_kin_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=
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Escaping Reality by Geoff Nelder
Escaping Reality is a humorous thriller set in Northern Britain and Amsterdam. The story opens with musician
Gerry Ricketts having his face pushed into a water-filled gutter by a large policewoman. He is under arrest.
After a quick trial, Ricketts is sentenced to ten years in Stonelodge Prison for a jewel robbery he did not commit.
Determined to discover who framed him, Ricketts begins plotting his escape. It won't be easy. Stonelodge is a
Category B prison, old and smelly, with heavy security. His luck finally turns when he enters into a sexual
relationship with Wendy, the prison librarian. He finally makes his escape, hiding out in the Northumberland
moors, and eventually reaches Amsterdam. But the plot that landed him in prison is bigger than he knows, and
his troubles are just beginning as he struggles to stay one step ahead of the law and clear his name.
Escaping Reality, although set in Europe, was inspired by the 1960's TV series The Fugitive. Geoff Nelder's
other books include Exit - Pursued by a Bee, ARIA, and Hot Air.
Product Details:
Print Length: 228 Pages
May 20, 2013
Genre: General Humorous, Crime Fiction

Customer Reviews:
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00CWOU3YK/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i11#customerRevi
ews
Amazon Print:
https://www.amazon.com/Escaping-Reality-GeoffNelder/dp/095495632X/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=
Kindle:
https://www.amazon.com/Escaping-Reality-Geoff-Nelderebook/dp/B00CWOU3YK/ref=tmm_kin_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=
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Exit: Pursued By A Bee by Geoff Nelder
Exit, Pursued by a Bee is driven by a Southern-belle heroine-astronaut, involves a paleolithic mongrel called
Kur, Glastonbury Festival chaos, steamy sex in space, a mean-momma loose-cannon journalist and an out-ofcontrol general who'd fix anything by nuking it?
Product Details:
Print Length: 260 Pages
May 15, 2008
Genre: Hard Science Fiction
Customer Reviews:
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B001CQC9M8/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i20#customerRevie
ws

Amazon Print:
https://www.amazon.com/Exit-Pursued-Bee-GeoffNelder/dp/1554045940/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=
Kindle:
https://www.amazon.com/Exit-Pursued-Bee-Geoff-Nelderebook/dp/B001CQC9M8/ref=tmm_kin_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=
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About The Author: Geoff Nelder is a freelance writer living in Chester, UK.
A former high school teacher of geography and information technology, he has had non-fiction books
published on microclimates in the UK along with several articles in academic journals such as Weather,
Geographical Magazine and the Times Educational Supplement. Geoff is a part-time journalist contributing
humorous travel accounts to Cycling World.
He has had short stories published and won a commendation for a story in the Ron Hubbard Writers of the
Future Competition. He won first prize in the Cafe Doom short story competition in 2005. Besides his 2005
released humour novel, Escaping Reality, published by Brambling Books, he won an award for mystery thriller,
Hot Air, to be published by a Dutch Arts Academy in 2009, and a Science Fiction block buster, Left Luggage
is in the hands of an agent. Double Dragon Publishing published Geoff's Exit, Pursued by a Bee science fiction
in 2008.
Geoff is an editor for Adventure Books of Seattle, co-editor of Escape Velocity - a print and ezine magazine
of science fact and fiction. He has been a freelance editor of novels and short stories for several years. Geoff is
the 2009 sort-fiction judge for the Whittaker Prize.
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